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Background
• Social work is relatively new to the distance
education model of course delivery
• The hesitance to adopt online education in particular
is largely accounted for concerns over quality in the
online classroom (Flynn, et al., 2013)
• Social work education in particular does not
consider online education efficacious, believing that
online learning has less quality compared to face to
face teaching (Blackmon, 2013)

Background
• Distance education is becoming increasingly
predominant in our schools and programs
• Currently the use of online courses and technology
is implemented into social work curriculum based on
the discretion of the faculty (Blackmon, 2013)
• The best online courses are those that are well
organized, use a problem centered learning
approach, are culturally sensitive, and are engaging
to students (Knowles, 1984; Rovai, 2007)

Background
• By capitalizing on expertise from strategic partners
in online teaching and learning, such as Instructional
Designers, social work programs can incorporate
the best strategies for the development of
exceptional online courses
• Instructional designers can provide expertise and
knowledge of how to present content in a format that
supports the pedagogical intent of faculty and
instructors

Instructional Designers – What We Do
•
•

Help faculty effectively use the institute’s Learning
Management System (i.e. Blackboard, Canvas,
Desire 2 Learn)
Help faculty to look for ways to vary activities to
provide reinforcement and mastery to
accommodate various learning styles (i.e., reading
assignments, science labs, class discussion, case
studies, role playing, presentations, and practice
quizzes, test etc.)

Instructional Designers – What We Do
• Research and test technology that can be
used to encourage:
– Student-faculty interaction
– Cooperation and collaboration among students
– Promote active learning

• Verify courses meet institutional standards
– FERPA
– ADA

Helping Faculty To Include:
• Authentic activities - virtual trips, labs, case
studies
• Align objectives to help students know why
they are learning
• Demonstration of original thought (Title 34)

Subject Matter Expert
• The faculty member provides the course expertise
– Controls the course content
– Determines how the course will be delivered
• The SME (social worker) provides the ‘meat’ of the course
– Connections to the larger curriculum
– Accreditation standards and assessments
– Practice
– Code of Ethics
• The ID and SME work together to connect the design of the
course to the delivery

Example: SOCW 300 - Social Work Practice II
• Generalist practice with organizations and
communities

Questions?
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